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There’s been an explosion of software vendors over the past decade. The sheer volume of available 
technology has created a paradox of choice—or the concept that more isn’t necessarily better. In fact, 
recent research shows that there is such thing as too much choice. And when there is, consumers are 
less likely to buy anything at all.
 
With so much technology available, it’s important for teams to have a clear understanding of their 
business goals and expectations. They must understand how technology can impact their business 
and drive results.

Chances are, your sales and marketing teams are 
already leveraging tools and technologies. This is 
called your “stack,” the combination of software 
products and technologies that your team leverages 
for sales and marketing. When working optimally, 
your stack can also apply to the channel. In theory, 
the tools your team uses align around sales cycles 
and work to empower partners, improve activities, 
and accelerate channel sales. However, there’s often 
a gap between tools for internal sales and 
marketing and what the channel really needs. But you 
don’t need to build a whole new stack for 
partners. It’s simple:
 
You’ve already made the investment—why replace 
your existing stack when you can augment your 
current one with an extra layer?
 
Adding a channel layer to your current sales and marketing stack centralizes and connects your people, 
content, and technology. It grows your channel and provides you with access to reports and statistics 
that can ultimately accelerate performance.
 
However, no two companies are the same. What works for one partner program or internal sales 
team might be different from what works for you. This guide will help illustrate how partner sales 
acceleration tools can serve as the ultimate tool for your organization.

Marketing stack: 
the combination of 
software products 
and technologies 
that your team 
leverages for sales 
and marketing.

Introduction

https://hbr.org/2006/06/more-isnt-always-better
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Technology and the Modern Sales Team

Building an effective sales and marketing stack frees your team from trivial tasks—which, in turn, 
allows them to focus on selling. Decreased productivity not only impacts sales success, but also 
hinders your entire organization. Among sales teams that cite ineffective processes as their top 
challenge, 45 percent point to excessive administrative tasks as the primary culprit.
 
Rethinking and modernizing your channel empowers your partners to sell. It facilitates the sales 
process. And it shortens sales cycles.
 
When building the ultimate channel sales and marketing stack, it’s important to focus on the 
capabilities and functionality needed for communication, collaboration, and sales acceleration.

On average, high-growth sales teams have five applications in their stack. What’s more, high-
performance organizations use nearly three times the amount of sales tech as underperforming teams.

High-growth sales 
teams have 
5 APPLICATIONS
in their stack

High-performance
organizations use
3X the amount 
of sales tech as 
underperforming teams

https://secure2.sfdcstatic.com/assets/pdf/misc/state-of-sales-report-salesforce.pdf
http://blog.topohq.com/sales-development-technology-the-stack-emerges/
https://secure2.sfdcstatic.com/assets/pdf/misc/state-of-sales-report-salesforce.pdf
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Before you introduce new technology, it’s important to evaluate your sales processes. A sale is not 
made because of technology. It’s made possible through the process that your sales team follows. 
Tools make processes scalable. So, before you invest in a new tool or platform, it’s important to take a 
step back.
 
Analyze your sales processes and consider the best approach for your channel. Your channel sales 
process is the system that guides prospects through their customer journey. Using available resources, 
your sales process makes that journey effective and enjoyable. A good process is predictable; a great 
sales process is repeatable and scalable.
 
In general, most sales processes include a variation of the following steps:
 

 
To build a stellar sales process, you must first consider your buyer’s journey and how it fits into the 
above steps. The overarching goal of a sales process is to move prospects through their journey 
enjoyably and effectively. It’s up to you to figure out what you need.
 
Look for gaps and issues that can be solved with tools or software. There are key areas of every sales 
process that can be streamlined and improved with sales tools and automation. To help illustrate where 
you can improve, let’s consider the components of a powerful stack.

Start with Your Sales Process

Lead Generation

Lead Management

Product Demo

Closed Deal
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Marketing Platform for Lead Generation
 
Too much time is spent on generating leads. However, 79 percent of marketing leads never convert 
into sales. In fact, only 25 percent of leads are legitimate and should advance to sales in the first place. 
What’s the main culprit of poor performance? The lack of an effective lead generation process.
 
Both marketing and sales want to fill the sales funnel. However, generating leads is easier said than 
done. Using the right lead generation tools is critical. The most successful teams use a formal system 
to organize and store leads.

A Powerful Channel Sales and 
Marketing Stack

You should know exactly how many people are visiting your website. You should have the names and 
email addresses of prospects. And you should know which pages they’ve visited, how they’re navigating 
your site, and the actions they take before and after filling out a lead conversion form.
 
If you don’t know the answers to these questions, it’s time to look into a marketing platform for lead 
generation. These platforms are generally divided into two categories:
 

All-in-one tools
Single tools that are used individually or integrated into your all-in-one platform

LEAD GENERATION TOOLS

use CRM software

use Google Docs

use marketing automation software

46%

41%

37%

a

a

https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/30901/30-thought-provoking-lead-nurturing-stats-you-can-t-ignore.aspx
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/53/HubSpot-State-of-Inbound-Report-2016.pdf
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Communication Tools
 
Positive work cultures are more productive than those dominated by stress and pressure. There’s proof 
that a positive environment leads to dramatic benefits for employers, employees, and the bottom line.
 
According to a Harvard Business Journal article, a top principle of a positive work culture is the ability 
to foster social connections. While this is easy to accomplish across an in-house team, implementing 
a productive, positive work culture characterized by effective communication is more difficult in the 
channel. Channel managers must work diligently to create a supportive environment that treats indirect 
sales reps as an extension of their internal teams.
 
Communication tools facilitate effective collaboration in the channel. Because your partners will be 
selling for and representing your company, they rely on you to provide the tools necessary to their 
success. With the right internal efforts and technology, collaboration is entirely possible.

While single tools include features that can provide insights, they are less than ideal. All-in-one 
platforms such as HubSpot and Marketo include lead capture and contact insights features. They 
scrape pre-existing website forms and add contacts to your existing contact database. They also help 
teams create lead flows—such as pop-ups, hello bars, or slide-ins—that help convert visitors into leads.
 
Tools and technology that organize marketing and sales information enable partners to search, share, 
and consume information. From blogging and social media to email marketing, all-in-one platforms 
save time by automating processes.  

https://hbr.org/2015/12/proof-that-positive-work-cultures-are-more-productive
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Standalone tools such as Slack, Salesforce Chatter, and other instant messaging software consolidate 
communication efforts. They also enable your partners to directly reach you. These tools also enable 
your channel to share information and best practices and collaborate among themselves. 

These days, however, sales acceleration platforms are bringing communication solutions into the
fold. The best partner tools facilitate positive relationships and effective collaboration with built-in 
communication functionality. In other words, they don’t just manage your channel—they empower 
reps to succeed.
 
Co/Labs is a robust solution that streamlines and simplifies communication and collaboration 
between organizations and their channel partners. Like Slack and Salesforce Chatter, Co/Labs 
integrates with Allbound to deliver in-app messaging and secure collaboration rooms. In addition to 
partner enablement, deal tracking, and marketing support, this communication function works to 
create a sleek, integrated solution that enables an easy, efficient exchange of information.
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Project Management
 
Managing the delivery of products and services is a primary concern for your organization. And while 
you may have oversight of your direct team, it’s important to know exactly who is doing what across 
your entire organization—especially when you bring your channel partners into the mix.
 
Project management (PM) tools simplify and streamline solutions and processes by simultaneously 
managing all your resources, ensuring that your team members are optimized and happy. They 
consolidate the minutiae of your day-to-day operations into one seamless solution.
 
From drafting and collaborating on documents to sharing marketing content internally and with 
partners, the best software makes it easy to keep everyone on the same page.

You know that all projects have a start and end date—and in between those dates are tasks that define 
your project. PM tools define projects based on service delivery models and ensure that your team is 
capturing necessary, accurate information based around the individual components of tasks. Integrated 
tools even enable your team to compare resource and time management numbers to provide you with 
a gauge of milestones, deadlines, and budgets.
 
While tools like Google Drive are great for creating documents, it’s advantageous to include a 
specialized PM software in your stack. Specialized, integrated PM systems automate internal 
processes and cater to the needs of your end users.
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CRM
 
Across sales organizations, customer relationship management (CRM) tools are among the most 
recognized technology. CRM refers to the practices, strategies, and technologies that channel sales 
teams use to manage and analyze customer interactions. When implemented and executed properly, 
CRM optimizes processes and consolidates customer information so sales teams can easily access 
and manage it.

Incorporating CRM into your sales and marketing stack improves informational organization, enhances 
communication, improves customer service, automates admin tasks, and improves data and reporting 
capabilities. CRM provides greater efficiency for multiple teams. The best tools allow partners to view 
emails, calendars, and phone calls in one centralized location. And they allow managers to seamlessly 
work with other departments to improve their bottom line.
 
Salesforce has become synonymous with CRM—and for good reason. Salesforce stores invaluable 
customer insight and takes the burden of tedious tasks off the shoulders of your employees. In doing 
so, a CRM such as Salesforce can improve customer retention by as much as 27 percent.

On average, companies with more than a 90 percent CRM 
adoption see selling time for their reps increase by almost 
10 percent. Sales reps at these organizations spend more 

than 63 percent of their time prospecting and selling. 
Compare this with the oft-cited statistic that the average

 rep spends only about one-third of their time selling, 
and CRM makes total sense.

https://www.salesforce.com/hub/crm/benefits-of-crm/
http://download.microsoft.com/documents/it-it/dynamics/WCSOSMB_Whitepaper_ITIT_Final.pdf
http://download.microsoft.com/documents/it-it/dynamics/WCSOSMB_Whitepaper_ITIT_Final.pdf
https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/salespeople-only-spent-one-third-of-their-time-selling-last-year#sm.001wdkmozhvuehu10kj2hxvj3s3z6
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In nearly all organizations, the CRM is the source of truth. The heartbeat of the company. From a 
technology perspective, the CRM can also act as a hub for stacks in which multiple technologies 
integrate with each other. When paired with sales enablement tools such as Allbound, CRM centralizes 
your efforts and delivers improved functionality and benefits. Consider the situation of consolidating 
partner information and channel leads. By serving as a central hub, CRM delivers the same benefits 
you’d receive from multiple tools—without the hassle of dealing with disjointed systems. 
 
When properly integrated, CRM can handle processes such as lead nurturing or even partner onboarding. 
CRM increases communication, organizes data, and streamlines processes. It also delivers top-notch 
customer service—which is the point of sales in the first place, right?

Sales Acceleration Platform
 
What’s potentially worse than not enough technology? Having too many tools that don’t integrate with 
each other. While these tools may be powerful on their own, when your stack is disjointed and systems 
are siloed, it can make things even more complex for your channel.
 
When different tools in your marketing and sales stack integrate with each other, they create a solid 
stack. It’s that simple.
 
Sales acceleration platforms account for the entire sales ecosystem. They improve sales efficacy with 
improved engagement and organization. They empower partners and streamline collaboration. By 
centralizing all your tools and technologies, sales acceleration platforms remove latency between 
connections and delivery of the sale.
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Partner sales acceleration tools bring all 
systems and tools together.
 
We may be biased, but Allbound is the next-generation platform for accelerating partner revenue.
 
Allbound is built specifically around the needs of channel partners—and has tools and features in place 
that facilitate cross-enterprise communication and deal-making. Allbound can even be integrated into 
CRMs such as Salesforce, Zoho, HubSpot CRM, Insightly, and Microsoft Dynamics so your partners can 
leverage its advanced channel features. If there’s a REST API, we can connect!
 
Perhaps one of the biggest misconceptions is that 
these CRM systems are direct competitors to 
Allbound. This couldn’t be further from the truth. 
For example, Salesforce is certainly a platform that 
meets many different needs. However, Allbound is 
a software suite that empowers partners to sell 
efficiently and effectively. 
 
Consider the benefits of integrating a communication 
platform such as Slack and a CRM such as Salesforce. 
While these two are undeniably powerful tools in their 
own regard, when integrated with each other, they are 
even more useful. 
 
Salesforce can automatically post messages to Slack
channels to notify channel partners about opportunity
status updates and case creations.

Users can even update information in Salesforce without ever leaving the Slack interface. Bots 
monitor Slack conversations and automatically pull information from Salesforce, which cuts back 
on administrative time.
 
Or, let’s look at the benefits of integrating a marketing platform with Salesforce. When integrated, you 
can access all your Salesforce customer data and turn insight into action.
 
By leveraging data, you can create single, 360-degree views of each customer and prospect and send 
out customized content across each interaction.

Allbound is built 
specifically around 
the needs of channel 
partners—and has 
tools and features in 
place that facilitate 
cross-enterprise 
communication and 
deal-making.

https://www.allbound.com/
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You can also inspire engagement and trigger activities straight from your marketing platform.
By integrating sales and marketing operations, you inspire seamless customer engagement.
 
As these examples illustrate, your channel needs a base layer that plays nicely with your CRM, 
marketing automation, and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.
 
Allbound works to facilitate partner relationships and drive project results, much like communication 
and PM platforms. And with integrated marketing and sales features, you can optimize and organize 
cross-departmental efforts. Let’s review the key benefits of a platform like Allbound.

Avoid channel pitfalls and benefit from transparency and communication
Improve sales efficacy thanks to increased engagement and organization
Ensure channel partners are up to speed with training, certifications, and quizzes
Build multi-step learning activities and track the success of your partners
Eliminate conflict over leads and duplicate deals with centralized spreadsheets
Reward reps for registering deals via gamification
Create customized, personalized prospect pages for each potential customer
Track prospect engagement with content

SA
LE

S

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

M
A

RK
ET

IN
G Improve content interaction with content that’s rankable, shareable, and usable

Empower partners to save and share articles and pin content to personalized 
dashboards
Access your channel’s conversations, resources, and insights—anywhere and 
from any device
Create branded presentation decks, sales slicks, and more
Systemize and manage your market development fund (MDF) distribution, use, 
and reporting

a

a

a

a

a

CO
M

M
UN

IC
A

IT
O

N Connect with your channels and inspire them to truly work together
Generate conversation between partners and suppliers through 
multi-enterprise dialogue
Keep partners up to date in real time through content sharing
Run performance reports on partners and pool aggregated data
Reveal how your partners compare based on channel insights

a

a

a

a

a
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The best sales teams realize they must keep up with a modern buyer that is more than likely 
equipped with innovative technology. They also realize that a combination of technology can provide 
their organization with invaluable analytics, customer insight, project management, and competitive 
intelligence.
 
You may already have numerous tools in your current sales and marketing stack. And these systems 
may work separately on their own to drive results. However, we can bet that they aren’t unified.
 
Building the ultimate channel sales and marketing stack takes more than combining disparate, disjointed 
systems that don’t communicate with each other. It requires integrated, channel-specific tools that are 
designed around the unique needs of you and your partners. 
 
Gone are the days of dividing and conquering. While channel managers still delegate work, they must 
work in tandem with marketing and internal sales teams to drive results. Allbound is designed so you’re 
able to work in conjunction with your channel partners and drive continued engagement, education, and 
sales—with an emphasis on engagement.  
 
Say goodbye to the days of inefficient processes and disjointed systems. Allbound’s partner sales 
acceleration solutions replace partner portals and PRM systems with a smart SaaS platform that 
guides partners to results.

Conclusion
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About Allbound

A leader in partner acceleration, Allbound is changing the 
industry by providing cutting-edge solutions that streamline 

every aspect of the partnering process and allow businesses 
of all walks and sizes to boost ROI and benefit from the 

unparalleled value of channel partnering.

Allbound
www.allbound.com
111 W. Monroe St.

Suite 603
Phoenix, AZ 85003

480.685.5470

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.allbound.com/request-a-demo

